
 

 
                                                                 Lesson Plan 

Teacher:  Glodinah Monaisa Observer: n\a Date and time: 07-15-2020 

Class level: Intermediate Room: A Expected number of students: 10 

Context: Lesson on homophone and homonym words(59 min) 

Teaching aids: Worksheets 

Student objectives: For the student to be able to separate the 
different words 

An idea of how to use the words in sentences and everyday life 

Personal aims: To present the lesson in a fun way, Presenting 
my song choice to the students as well to create a free 
environment for the students to also participate freely 
 

Anticipated problems for students: Not being able to place the 
words correctly on a sentence, not fully understanding the 
difference between the Homophones and Homonym words 

Solutions: Presenting the lesson using simple everyday 
examples , using music lyrics as the main source  

Anticipated problems for teacher: Not being able to get the 
students to fully participate  

Solutions: To present the lesson using music lyrics that have 
homophone words, as the youth strongly identifies and 
expresses themselves well through music 

Procedure Phase Timing Interaction 

Greeting students : saying our daily affirmations  
I am smart and i am able ( just to start the lesson on a positive note and high spirits) 

2 minutes T-S 

Introduction of Homophone and homonym words :  
A Homophone is a word that is pronounced the same as another word but differs in 
meaning . AHomophone may also differ in spelling  

Homonyms are two words that are spelled the same and sound the same but have 
different meanings. 

Presentation 6 min T 

Ask the students to name homophone and homonym words based on the introduction 
and explanation i just gave above ( just to get the pace started ) 

Practice 5 min T-S 

Give Examples of Homophone words :  
Rose ( flower) - Rose ( past tense of rise )  
Lie ( not to tell the truth) - Lie ( lie down)  
Bear ( an animal ) - Bear ( to put up with someone or something 

Give Examples of Homonym words :  
Right ( opposite of left ) - Right ( to be correct “ you are right”) 
Ring ( band on finger, wedding ring) - Ring ( something in circular shape, boxing ring ) 
Match ( to pair like items ) - Match ( a stick for making a flame) 

Presentation 7 min T 

Task the student with picking any song of their choice and from that song to find either 
a homophone or homonym words  

Produce 1 min T-S 

Further Explain that Homophone and Homonym words also have important part of 
speech that we use on a daily basis  

Presentation 5 min T 

Get each student to sing the verse of the song that has either the Homophone or 
Homonym words ( to get the fun part in ) 

Production 15 min  S-S 

Hand out the Worksheets and explain what the students need to do  Produce 5 min S 

Go through the worksheets and answers with students  Practice 5 min T-S 

Give the students homework . Pick a song , specifically of the rock n roll genre  
and identify either the Homophone and Homonym words within that song .  

Presentation 5 min T 

Conclude the lesson  Presentation 2 min T 

Greet the students :close wit affirmations  
I am smart and I am able! 

1 min T 

 


